FORMATION PINOT NOIR

**Description:** Formation wines showcase their Monterey terroir, and feature clean, pure fruit that is true to the varietal with well-integrated oak. Our Pinot is beautifully long in rich, ripe black cherry flavors with hints of plums and vanilla. It exhibits an earthy complexity and balanced acidity. The smooth, silky texture and mild tannins make this a versatile wine with food.

**Label Notes:** The geologic formations of the Monterey County region were formed many millions of years ago. The ancient marine layers and alluvial soils are a result of the primordial sea and shallow coral beds over oceanic volcanic crust.

**Total Production:** 3,000 cases

**UPC:** 675829502068

**Winemaker:** Dave Nagengast

**Vineyards:** Estate vineyards in Arroyo Seco, Monterey

**Varietal:** Pinot Noir; NSA (No Syrah Added!)

**Clones:** 667 (rose petals, dry leaves, spice); 777 (backbone); and Pommard (roundness and elegance)

**Sustainably Farmed:** 100%

**Winemaking:** Hand-picked and hand-sorted; gravity-fed; cold-soaking; small lot fermentation in open-top fermenters; punchdowns

**Aging:** 18 months with 40% French oak

**Alcohol:** 13.5

**Acidity:** pH of 3.76

**YOUR TASTING NOTES:**
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LEARN MORE AT WWW.VINODELSOL.COM